
	

	

	
 
Executive Headshots by Natural Expressions Photography 
Creating an image that speaks a thousand words. 
 
 
 
What makes us unique? 
 

1. We understand the art of photographing business professionals 
a. We understand that your professional headshot is an investment.  
b. We will work with you to capture an image that you will be proud to share with 

other professionals, either through social media or corporate insignia. 
 

2. We love to challenge our clients when they say they don’t take good pictures.  
a. We pay attention to the simple things, like asking a client “what their best side is 

”… the truth is both are the best you just have to find the right angles and use the 
right type of lighting ;) …  goes along way in breaking the ice and making the 
session an enjoyable one. 
 

3. The Studio Experience 
a. The environment is relaxed to create an environment that allows us to produce 

professional images that stand out from the rest. 
b. All of our clients are asked to fill out a brief questionnaire that we use to prep for 

your session.  We know from experience that being a great photographer takes 
preparation and part of that is knowing the right things about our clients; i.e. there 
pet peeves, hang-up’s about their appearance (all of us have them J)  
 

4. We value your time! Our sessions usually average about an hour; Working with A list 
athletes and B list actors has taught me the importance of starting a shoot on time and 
finishing in a timely fashion with a product that exceeds the expectation of the client. 
 

5. Will you come to our office or onsite location? 
a. YES, we are a fully mobile professional studio with the capability of producing 

high-end professional headshots at any location. 
 

6. What type of headshots do you take? 
a. The type of headshots we produce can be described from classic to eclectic 

depending on what our client’s expectations are.   
 

Give us a call to schedule your session today!   Phone: 817-320-8939 
 


